Incorporation of circulating tumor cells and whole-body metabolic tumor volume of $^{18}$F-FDG PET/CT improves prediction of outcome in IIIB stage small-cell lung cancer
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Abstract

Objective: We investigated the correlation between the number of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and whole-body metabolic tumor volume (WBMTV) measured by $^{18}$F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT). The aim was to evaluate the value of the incorporation of CTC number and WBMTV in the prognostic prediction of stage III small-cell lung cancer (SCLC).

Methods: One hundred and twenty-nine patients were enrolled in this study. All patients were treated with four cycles of a platinum-based regimen and concurrent chest irradiation, followed by prophylactic cranial irradiation. Blood samples for CTC analysis were obtained from 112 patients before the initiation of chemotherapy (as a baseline), after cycle 1 and after cycle 4. CTCs were measured using the CELLSEARCH® system. The patients underwent pretreatment FDG PET/CT WBMTV, which included all malignant lesions. The Spearman rank test was used to determine the correlation among CTC counts, WBMTV and disease stage. Overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) curves were produced using the Kaplan-Meier method, and survival differences between groups were assessed by the log-rank test.

Results: The number of CTCs at baseline did not correlate with WBMTV before the initiation of therapy ($P=0.241$). The number of CTCs at baseline and the WBMTV before the initiation of therapy were independent relevant factors for PFS and OS. The subgroup analysis (Group A: CTC count $>$19.5 and a WBMTV $>$266.5 cm$^3$; Group B: CTC count $>$19.5 and a WBMTV $\leq$266.5 cm$^3$; Group C: CTC count $\leq$19.5 and a WBMTV $>$266.5 cm$^3$; Group D: CTC count $\leq$19.5 and a WBMTV $\leq$266.5 cm$^3$) showed that the differences were statistically significant in the median PFS (Group A vs. D, $P<0.001$; Group B vs. D, $P=0.018$; Group C vs. D, $P=0.029$) and in the median OS (Group A vs. D, $P=0.001$; Group B vs. D, $P=0.012$).

Conclusions: CTC number and WBMTV are related to progression and death in patients with SCLC. The incorporation of CTC number and WBMTV scans can provide a detailed prognostic prediction for SCLC.
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Introduction

Distant metastases are the most common reason for the relapse of small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) (1). Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are a subset of tumor cells with the ability to migrate from the primary site, intravasate into
nearby blood and/or lymphatic vessels, and survive in the challenging microenvironment of the bloodstream. CTCs can also extravasate from the vascular system into the surrounding tissues and form micro metastases in secondary organs with the potential for growth into macroscopic tumors (2). In SCLC, the presence of ≥2 CTCs/7.5 mL of peripheral venous blood was found in 75% of patients with either limited disease or extensive disease (3). The number of CTCs has been demonstrated to be a predictor of prognosis (4). Moreover, the epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM)-based CTC detection system CELLSEARCH® has been shown to reliably detect CTCs at the lowest level in 7.5 mL of blood with the highest sensitivity and high repeatability (5).

18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) positron emission tomography is currently the only molecular imaging agent that is widely used in the clinic. This modality takes advantage of glucose metabolism to capture an image of unperturbed tumor biology at diagnosis. 18F-FDG positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) offers a multitude of semiquantitative metabolic parameters that are used to assess patient response to therapy and for prognostication in oncological patients (6). Whole-body metabolic tumor volume (WBMTV), which is defined as the volume of tumor tissue within the body with increased FDG uptake, is being increasingly investigated in FDG PET/CT (7-9), as it represents the extent of FDG uptake by tumor tissues beyond the intensity of FDG uptake. However, the association of CTC and WBMTV with the prognosis of SCLC has not been established, and the ways that CTCs are associated with tumor glucose metabolism in SCLC are still unknown. To investigate this question, we report on the correlation of CTCs and the tumor FDG uptake parameter WBMTV in the prediction of the outcome of patients with stage IIIB SCLC.

Materials and methods

Study design

We retrospectively reviewed the history of patients with stage IIIB SCLC who were treated at Shandong Cancer Hospital and Institute from January 2012 to December 2014. The diagnosis of all patients was confirmed in accordance with the pathologic evidence. The clinical-pathological characteristics of age, sex, performance score (PS) ≤3, and chemotherapy regimen were collected for each patient by review of the medical records. The number of CTCs and the tumor FDG uptake parameter WBMTV were obtained from the blood and from PET/CT, respectively. The inclusion criteria were: 1) histological confirmation of stage IIIB SCLC, 2) >18 years of age; 3) PS≤3; and 4) ability to receive first-line chemotherapy. The exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) history of another type of cancer; 2) severe comorbidities or symptomatic heart disease; 3) a second primary cancer diagnosed within 5 years; or 4) allergy to PET-CT contrast agents.

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Shandong Cancer Hospital and Institute. Written informed consent was obtained from each patient before treatment.

Treatment plans

Routine staging included a history and physical examination, complete blood cell counts and chemistry panel, CT of the chest and upper abdomen, brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and FDG PET/CT. All patients were treated with combined concurrent chemo-radiotherapy. The chemotherapy regimen, which consisted of platinum (cisplatin or carboplatin) with either etoposide or irinotecan, was administered every 3 weeks for four cycles. Chest irradiation was initiated within one week after the second cycle of chemotherapy and consisted of 30 daily fractions of 1.8 or 2.0 Gy. All patients were treated with four cycles of this platinum-based regimen followed by prophylactic cranial irradiation, which consisted of 30 Gy in 15 fractions (10).

Patients were staged according to the new TNM classification (TNM 7th edition). Patients underwent CT after two and four cycles of chemotherapy to assess the tumor response, and thereafter, imaging was performed every 12 weeks for follow-up. Tumor size and response to therapy were independently re-evaluated according to the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) version. 1.1 (11).

CTC enumeration

In all, 7.5 mL blood was drawn from patients with stage IIIB SCLC and stored in a 10 mL Cellsave (Veridex, Raritan) preservative tube before the initiation of chemotherapy, before cycle 2, and after cycle 4. Blood tubes were stored at room temperature and were centrally processed using the CELLSEARCH® system (Menarini...
Silicon Biosystems Inc., Huntington Valley, USA) 96 h after collection. This system consists of the CellPrep system, the CELLSEARCH Epithelial Cell Kit (for the measurement of CTCs), and the CellSpotter Analyzer. To determine the number of CTCs, 7.5 mL of blood was mixed with 6 mL of buffer, centrifuged at 800× g for 10 min, and then processed using CellTracks® Autoprep. The CELLSEARCH® Epithelial Cell Kit was used for CTC enrichment and staining. Image acquisition and CTC enumeration were performed in the Celltracks™ Analyzer II (12). CTCs were counted by two independent investigators, who were blinded to the clinical information.

Image acquisitions

FDG PET/CT scans were performed before treatment initiation to evaluate the patients. PET/CT studies were performed using combined PET/CT scanners (Discovery LS System, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA). CT scans imaged the skull base to the upper thigh using parameters with a peak voltage of 120 Kv, an automated tube current of 10 to 130 mA, a rotation time of 0.7 s, a scan length of 40–50 s and a slice thickness of 3 mm. The maximum standardized uptake value (SUV$_{\text{max}}$) in each region of interest was determined using the whole-body attenuation corrected image and a formula: the tissue concentration of $^{18}$F-FDG was measured by PET/the injected dose/body weight. SUV$_{\text{max}}$ is an established measurement of maximal tumor metabolic activity that facilitates the identification of tumor metastases (13). Furthermore, WBMTV was determined by the attenuation-corrected PET data using the volume viewer software on an Advantage Workstation 4.5 (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA). First, a rectangular parallelepiped-shaped volume of interest fully encasing all involved lesions in the axial, coronal and sagittal FDG PET/CT images was drawn. Then, the boundaries of voxels with an SUV intensity that exceeded 3.0 were automatically produced (9). Second, normal organs including the brain, heart, stomach, liver, intestines, kidney, ureter, bladder and brown adipose tissue were manually subtracted from the product of the previous step. Third, false-positive lesions, such as inflammation, infection or other benign FDG-avid lesions based on histopathological reports or other imaging modalities were subtracted. Finally, the MTV of the whole-body tumor burden produced by the previous steps was recorded in each patient.

Grouping

The entire cohort was classified into four subgroups according to the median number of CTCs at baseline and the median WBMTV before the initiation of treatment. Out of 112 patients, 40 (36%) who were classified as Group A had a CTC count >19.5 and a WBMTV>$266.5$ cm$^3$. Eighteen (16%) patients classified as Group B had a CTC count >19.5 and a WBMTV≤$266.5$ cm$^3$, and 16 (14%) were classified as Group C and had a CTC count ≤19.5 and a WBMTV>266.5 cm$^3$. Finally, 38 (34%) were classified as Group D and had a CTC count ≤19.5 and a WBMTV≤266.5 cm$^3$.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics for clinical, imaging and CTC variables were presented as medians and interquartile ranges (IQRs) or as numbers with percentages, as appropriate. Correlations between tumor response and CTC counts at different time points were tested with non-parametric Spearman’s rho bivariate correlation with a two-tailed test for significance. A paired $t$-test was used to compare the number of CTCs at the any two of the three time points. The Spearman rank test was used to determine the correlation between CTC counts and WBMTV, as it accounted for the non-parametric distribution of the underlying variables. Log-rank tests were used for the univariate analysis. Variables that showed significant associations in the univariate analysis ($P<0.05$) were included in a multivariate stepwise backward Cox regression model to validate their independent prognostic value. Independent variables including sex, age, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) PS, disease stage, CTC count, and WBMTV were analyzed. PFS was defined as the period from the start of chemotherapy until tumor progression or death due to progression. OS was measured from the start of the first chemotherapy cycle until death. If it was impossible to obtain the complete survival time of a patient or if the disease did not progress, the patient status was assumed at the last known survival and/or contact date. OS and PFS curves were produced using the Kaplan-Meier method, and survival differences between groups were assessed by the log-rank test.

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 18.0 software for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). $P<0.05$ was considered statistically significant.
Results

Patient characteristics

One hundred and twenty-nine patients were consecutively enrolled in this study. One hundred and twelve patients completed the treatment mentioned above and were ultimately eligible for survival analyses. The median age for the cohort was 59 (range, 49–69) years, and of the patients, 67 (60%) were male and 45 (40%) were female. The numbers of patients with ECOG PSs of 0 to 1 (considered good) and 2 to 3 were 79 (71%) and 33 (29%), respectively. Moreover, 76 (68%) patients received cisplatin+etoposide chemotherapy, whereas 36 (32%) patients received cisplatin alone. At the time of analysis, 89 (79%) patients had died and 23 (21%) patients were still alive (Table 1). The TNM classification was IIIB in 112 patients.

CTC test characteristics

Out of 112 patients, 87 (78%) had a baseline count of two or more CTCs in 7.5 mL of blood (4) before the initiation of therapy (IQR, 16–341), 17 (15%) had 0 CTCs and 8 (7%) patients had 1 CTC in 7.5 mL of blood. The median number of CTCs was 19.5 in 7.5 mL of blood (IQR, 2–247.5).

After the first cycle of chemotherapy, in 90 (80%) out of 112 patients, the number of CTCs decreased either dramatically or slightly. The CTC counts in 16 patients with 0 CTCs and 3 patients with 1 CTC remain the same. In 3 patients, the number of CTCs increased from 4 to 9, from 13 to 45, and from 0 to 2, respectively. The median number of CTCs in 112 patients was 19.5 in 7.5 mL of blood (IQR, 9.5–34) after the first cycle of chemotherapy.

Compared with CTCs in patients before the initiation of chemotherapy, in 94 (84%) out of 112 patients, the number of CTCs decreased after four cycles of chemotherapy. The CTC counts in 17 patients with 0 CTCs remained the same. In 1 patient, the number of CTCs increased from 4 to 127.

Compared with CTCs in patients after the first cycle of chemotherapy, in 10 (9%) out of 112 patients, the number of CTCs increased after four cycles of chemotherapy.

After four cycles of chemotherapy, 13 (12%) out of 112 patients had >19.5 CTCs. At the three time points, the difference in the number of CTCs was significant (P<0.001).

FDG PET-CT uptake characteristics

The median WBMTV before the initiation of treatment was 266.5 (range, 73–403.5) cm$^3$.

Correlation analysis

The number of CTCs in 7.5 mL of blood at baseline, the number of CTCs after the first cycle of chemotherapy, and the number of CTCs after four cycles of chemotherapy as well as the WBMTV before the initiation of treatment were not correlated with disease stage (P=0.128, P=0.235, P=0.889 and P=0.174, respectively). The number of CTCs at baseline did not correlate with the WBMTV before the initiation of treatment (P=0.241).

Survival analysis

The number of CTCs in 7.5 mL of blood at baseline, the number of CTCs after the first cycle of chemotherapy, and the number of CTCs after four cycles of chemotherapy were all correlated with disease stage (P=0.001, P<0.001 for PFS and OS, respectively) (Figure 1).

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of 112 patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical features</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤65</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;65</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOG score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy regimen utilized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisplatin + etoposide</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carboplatin + etoposide</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group.
respectively. The median PFS and OS times of patients with a WBMTV >266.5 cm$^3$ were 13 months (IQR, 8–23 months) and 22 months (IQR, 15–28 months), respectively. The differences in both PFS and OS were statistically significant (P<0.001, P=0.002 for PFS and OS, respectively) (Figure 2). The subgroup differences in the median PFS were statistically significant (Group A vs. D, P<0.001; Group B vs. D, P=0.018; Group C vs. D, P=0.029) as were those in the median OS (Group A vs. D, P<0.001; Group B vs. D, P=0.012) (Figure 3).

In the univariate analyses, the number of CTCs at baseline, the number of CTCs after one cycle of chemotherapy and the WBMTV before the initiation of treatment were significant relevant factors for both PFS and OS; however, sex, age, PS, disease stage and the number of CTCs after four cycles of chemotherapy were not significant factors (Table 2, 3).

In the multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression analysis, the number of CTCs at baseline and the WBMTV before the initiation of treatment were still relevant factors for PFS and OS. When the disease stage was considered, the number of CTCs after one cycle of chemotherapy and the WBMTV were significant relevant factors for both PFS and OS.
chemotherapy, the number of CTCs after four cycles of chemotherapy, and the decrease in CTCs after four cycles compared with baseline, sex, age and PS were also significant factors (Table 2, 3).

**Discussion**

In our study, two or more CTCs were detected in 7.5 mL of blood before the initiation of therapy in 81 (72%) patients with stage IIIB SCLC. This finding is similar to the results presented in previous studies on advanced SCLC (3,4,14), which suggested that CTCs were highly prevalent in SCLC. The numbers of CTCs largely differed before the initiation of therapy. The highest number of CTCs, which was 13,786, was detected in a patient with stage IIIB disease and decreased to 79 after four chemotherapy cycles and concurrent radiotherapy. Additionally, the OS of the patients was only 8 months. A previous study indicated that the TNM staging system for SCLC had shown some variation in survival point estimates. This led to a rather poor discrimination in 5-year survival, which ranged from 38% for CtlN0M0 to 1% for M1b disease (15). This implied that we should introduce indexes other than the TNM system for a more precise prognostic prediction.

For CTC enumeration, we used the CELLSEARCH®

---

**Table 2** Univariate and multivariate analyses of predictive factors for OS in patients with SCLC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Univariate*</th>
<th></th>
<th>Multivariate*</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (median 59 years)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.62–1.44)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.06 (0.67–1.68)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male vs. female)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.66–1.54)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.00 (0.98–1.02)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS (≤3)</td>
<td>1.57 (1.02–2.39)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.81 (0.18–3.70)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy regimen utilized</td>
<td>0.94 (0.54–1.93)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.08 (0.57–2.07)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTCs at baseline</td>
<td>2.27 (1.45–3.55)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>4.73** (1.05–13.90)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTCs after one cycle of chemotherapy</td>
<td>1.61 (1.24–2.10)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>1.01 (0.68–5.23)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTCs after four cycles of chemotherapy</td>
<td>0.82 (0.59–1.13)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.00 (0.57–3.67)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBMTV before treatment</td>
<td>1.91 (1.24–2.95)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>5.32** (2.10–11.93)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OS, overall survival; SCLC, small-cell lung cancer; PS, performance score; CTC, circulating tumor cell; WBMTV, whole-body metabolic tumor volume; HR, hazard ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; *, Cox regression analysis with enter method; **, Cox regression analysis with stepwise method. CTCs at baseline and WBMTV before the initiation of therapy treatment are the only two predictors in the final Cox multivariate proportional-hazards model with stepwise method.

---

**Figure 3** Kaplan-Meier analyses of overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) according to four classifications incorporating circulating tumor cell (CTC) and whole-body metabolic tumor volume (WBMTV).
system, which has been extensively validated in patients with metastatic carcinomas (16-18). From 7.5 mL of blood, this system enriches cells that express the EpCAM antigen and identifies CTCs as nucleated cells that express cytokeratin 8/18 or 19 and that lack the leukocyte antigen CD45 (19). The expression of EpCAM has been detected in 100% of primary SCLC tumor cells using immunohistochemistry (20), but only 44% of metastatic bone marrow samples were found to express EpCAM (14). Furthermore, EpCAM+ cells in SCLC patients would decrease the efficacy of chemotherapy (21), which may bias the correlation between the number of CTCs and the prognosis. The reason was that CTCs were detected based on EpCAM positivity, while CTCs that did not express EpCAM were ignored, even though EpCAM-negative cells are associated with relative sensitivity to chemotherapy. One report showed that the EpCAM-based microcavity array (MCA) system had the potential to isolate significantly more CTCs and CTC clusters in advanced lung cancer patients compared with the CELLSEARCH® system (22). Among others, all the findings mentioned above would affect the results of the CTC counts in this study.

In this study, the absolute numbers of CTCs at baseline and the WBMTV before the initiation of treatment were independent relevant factors for survival according to the multivariate Cox analysis, even when disease stage was taken into account. In the multicenter study initiated by Hiltermann et al. (4), the absolute number of CTCs after one cycle of chemotherapy in patients with SCLC was the strongest predictor of survival. However, their result differed from the result of our study. We ascribe the difference to the disease stage of the patients. Only patients with stage IIIB disease were enrolled in our study rather than patients with stages II, III and IV, who were included in other investigations. The purpose of this was to reveal the advantage of the incorporation of the CTC count and the WBMTV for the prediction of prognosis to control for the interference of disease stage. That may be the reason that neither the CTC number nor the WBMTV was correlated with disease stage. This was similar to the result of a study that reported that the WBMTV was not correlated with disease stage and that both the number of CTCs and the WBMTV were independent relevant factors for death and progression (9). Whether the CTC number was correlated with disease stage had not been addressed in previous studies on SCLC.

In the multivariate Cox regression analyses, despite the method used, the absolute number of CTCs after the first cycle and after four cycles of chemotherapy was not a predictor of survival. This may reflect the phenomenon that the phenotype of SCLC often changes into a more complex, secondary chemo-resistant phenotype (19,23). These changes are reflected in the biomarkers expressed on the surface of CTCs, which might also influence the accuracy of CTC detection. Furthermore, this might bias the correlation between the enumeration of CTCs and the prognosis of patients.

WBMTV represents the systemic tumor burden in the entire body and encompasses the primary tumor, regional lymph nodes and all distant metastases (7). The incorporation of the WBMTV with either conventional staging or TNM staging can provide more detailed prognostic information than disease staging alone (9).
disease stage could be considered the combination of metastatic potential (CTC) (24) and overall tumor burden (WBMTV) for the whole body (25). The data discussed above suggest that the incorporation of CTC count and the WBMTV could predict outcomes more precisely than disease stage alone. The patients with stage IIIB disease were classified into four subgroups according to the median number of CTCs and the median WBMTV. The differences in survival among the four subgroups were clearly significant. The result showed that patients with stage IIIB disease with different CTC counts and WBMTV characteristics exhibit a different survival. A similar study was initiated in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and demonstrated the feasibility and efficacy of the incorporation of CTC count and the WBMTV in the prediction of patient outcomes and in the treatment guidance.

This study is the first to reveal the correlation between CTCs and WBMTV in SCLC. The number of CTCs at baseline did not correlate with WBMTV before the initiation of treatment. This result differs from the results presented in a previous study in NSCLC conducted by Nair et al. (26), even with the weak correlation between CTCs and WBMTV. The difference may stem from the different biological and histopathological features between SCLC and NSCLC, as SCLC has a greater propensity for hematogenous metastases at an early stage, as well as the different disease stage (IIIB vs. I–IV).

Conclusions

This study proposes that CTC count and WBMTV are correlated with tumor progression and death in patients with SCLC, and also reveals that the number of CTCs at baseline did not correlate with WBMTV before the initiation of treatment. Next, we plan to confirm these conclusions in more patients with other disease stages.
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